Total Police Calls 396

Reportable Crimes 13

Mutual Aid Calls 1

Domestic Violence 6

Arrests 3

Vandalism
William Flinn Highway Bushes damaged 9:05 06/29/20
Homer Place Flower pot damaged 12:23 06/29/20
Sapling Street Mailbox damaged 21:24 07/02/20
Butler Plank Road Vehicle damaged 5:33 07/04/20

Larceny
Wible Run Road Theft of power tools 15:48 06/29/20
Mount Royal Boulevard Theft of a wallet 19:36 07/02/20

All Other Offenses
Glen Scott Drive Multiple noise complaints led to citation 22:15 06/30/20

Fraud
West Undercliff Street Unemployment compensation fraud 9:26 06/29/20
Hilglor Drive Unemployment compensation fraud 14:16 06/29/20
Springwood Drive Attempted fraud by email 19:24 06/30/20
Mount Royal Boulevard Call involving theft by deception 17:30 07/03/20

Simple Assault
Wible Run Road Domestic turned physical led to an arrest 21:37 06/29/20
Glenshaw Avenue Domestic turned physical led to an arrest 2:01 07/02/20

Collision
Heights Drive Leaving the scene crash 15:41 06/28/20
East Genesee Street Leaving the scene crash 12:17 07/01/20
Lehr Avenue Leaving the scene crash 20:30 07/01/20
Grandview Avenue Leaving the scene crash 12:21 07/02/20
Wetzel Road Non-reportable crash 18:48 07/01/20
Route 28 Non-reportable crash 12:59 07/03/20
William Flinn Highway Non-reportable crash 15:15 07/04/20
Spencer Lane Reportable crash 10:31 06/29/20
| Vilsack Road | Reportable crash | 8:46 | 07/01/20 |